TIBCO Educational Services

COURSE AUDIENCE
- Developers
- Architects

COURSE DESIGN
- Lecture: 50%
- Labs: 50%

COURSE LENGTH
- 2 days

DELIVERY OPTIONS
- Classroom
- Live Online

COURSE RATING
Courses are rated from one to five, with five checks indicating the most technically challenging.

CONTACT US
ebx-training-admin@tibco.com

TIBCO EBX Development

COURSE OVERVIEW
This course introduces the organization of an EBX installation and the modules that represent an EBX application. It then presents examples of common use cases for using Java classes into an application.

Hands-on labs provide attendees an opportunity to configure an EBX module, practice using the EBX Java API, and associate Java classes with EBX elements.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
- Describe the components of an EBX repository
- Describe the components of an EBX server
- Describe the components of an EBX module
- Use the EBX Java API to implement some common use cases

COURSE TOPICS
- Overview
- Tools
- Repository
- Server
- Module
- Computed fields
- Foreign key filters
- Table triggers
- Field widgets
- Form layouts
- Permissions
- Workflow user tasks
- Workflow script tasks

COURSE PREREQUISITES
TIBCO EBX Foundations
Experience using Java and XML